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Formation of highly excited iodine atoms from
multiphoton excitation of CH3I†
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a

Mass resolved REMPI spectra, as well as CH3+and I+ ion and photoelectron images, were recorded for
two-photon resonant excitations of CH3I via s, p and d Rydberg states (CH3I**) in the excitation
region of 55 700 to 70 000 cm1. Photoelectron (PE) and ion kinetic energy release spectra (KERs)
were derived from the images. The data revealed that after the two-photon resonant excitation, an
additional photon is absorbed to form one or more superexcited state(s) (CH3I#), followed by
branching into three pathways. The major one is the dissociation of CH3I# to form excited Rydberg
states of iodine atoms (I**) along with CH3(X), a phenomenon not commonly observed in methyl
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halides. The second (minor) pathway involves autoionization of CH3I# towards CH3I+(X), which
absorbs another photon to form CH3+ along with I/I* and the third one (minor) is CH3I# dissociation
towards the ion pair, CH3+ + I, prior to I electron ejection. Furthermore, one-photon non-resonant
dissociation of CH3I to form CH3(X) and I/I* prior to three-photon ionization of the fragments is
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also detected.

I. Introduction
The UV/vis spectroscopy of CH3I, involving transitions to repulsive
valence states (A-band) and higher energy Rydberg states, has
previously been recorded and assigned quite thoroughly either
by standard absorption1–5 or REMPI.6–11 A vast amount of both
experimental10,12–21 and theoretical22–25 studies on the photodissociation of the molecule in the A-band have made CH3I
a prototype for studying photofragmentation processes in polyatomic molecules. Less, but significant, studies on the photodissociation of the molecule for Rydberg state excitations have
also been performed.6,8,19,26–30 In addition to being of fundamental
interest in the fields of molecular spectroscopy and photofragmentation studies, CH3I has been of interest as a source
of atmospheric iodine atoms. Efficient photodissociation of the
molecule by UV solar radiation makes it a potentially significant source of iodine atom radicals, and hence a possible agent
of ozone depletion.31–33
The A-band involves transitions to three diﬀerent repulsive
valence states (3Q0, 1Q1 and 3Q1) which correlate with CH3 in its
ground electronic state (CH3(X)) and iodine atoms either in the
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ground (I(2P3/2)) or in the spin–orbit excited (I*(2P1/2)) states
(hereby named I and I*, respectively).17,19 It appears in the
wavenumber range of about 28 600–47 600 cm1 (350–210 nm)
as a weak, broad, band peaking at about 38 500 cm1 (260 nm)
in absorption (see Fig. 1a).4,34 Photofragmentation studies
reveal formation of the I and I* fragments in different proportions
depending on the excitation wavenumber.16,17,19,20 Absorption4,5
and REMPI photoelectron spectroscopy7 studies of CH3I show a
series of sharp peaks due to transitions to a large number of
states in the excitation region of about 49 600–83 000 cm1
(6.15–10.3 eV). These features have been found to be Rydberg
states of s, p and d Rydberg electrons, which converge to the
ground (O = 3/2) and spin–orbit excited (O = 1/2) molecular ion
states. Limited photofragmentation studies upon excitation in
the Rydberg state region, mainly for the lowest energy 6s Rydberg
state, reveal the formation of the ground state fragments CH3(X)
and I/I* by predissociation.6,8,27–29
In this paper, we present multiphoton ionization studies of
CH3I, involving two-photon (2hn: 55 000–70 000 cm1; see
Fig. 1a and b) resonant excitation to intermediate energy ns,
np and nd Rydberg states, by mass resolved detection and ion
and photoelectron imaging. The analysis sheds light on multiphoton dynamics of the molecule with respect to both photodissociation and photoionization mechanisms involved.
Whereas no such data have been presented for CH3I, comparable studies have been performed on CH3Br recently.35–37 The
analysis presented here shows a striking difference in the
multiphoton-fragmentation dynamics of these two molecules.
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a master oscillator – power oscillator system (Spectra Physics
MOPO 730-10) set at the appropriate wavelength.
For the slicing experiments reported here, the repeller is
pulsed ON at the appropriate time delay (B300 ns) following
the photolysis/ionization. The charged photofragments traverse
a field-free time-of-flight region (45 cm) and a gated, positionsensitive detector (dual, imaging-quality MCP array coupled to
a phosphor screen) images the center slice of the photofragment
sphere. The image frame is recorded asynchronously every second
(B10 laser shots) by a CCD camera and several thousand frames
are averaged to form images such as those shown in Fig. 2. Each
final image is integrated from its center over angle to extract the
speed and over radius to extract the angular distributions of
the corresponding fragments. For photoelectrons, the repeller
is negatively charged and both the repeller electrode and the
detector are not gated (i.e., they are always ON).

III. Results and analysis
A.

Fig. 1 Energetics and excitations vs. absorption spectra for CH3I: (a) shows
potential energy curves for the ground state (CH3I(X)), A-band repulsive
states (CH3I*: 3Q1, 1Q1, 3Q0), the lowest energy Rydberg state (CH3I**) and
an ion-pair state (CH3+I) derived from ref. 24 and energy thresholds.
Arrows indicate the smallest (2hn = 55 700 cm1, red color) and the largest
(2hn = 69 783 cm1, blue color) energy photons used (excitations no. 1
and 8 in Table 1). The absorption spectrum for CH3I from ref. 4 is inserted
and rotated to the left. (b) shows the CH3I absorption spectrum from ref. 4
in the excitation region of about 54 000–70 000 cm1 along with the
assignment of selected Rydberg states. The two-photon resonant Rydberg
state excitations involved in the slice imaging//REMPI studies, in this work,
are marked by dashed, red lines and the numbers in Table 1.

II. Experimental
The slice imaging setup used in this work has been described in
detail before.38,39 Hence, only a brief description will be given
here. A supersonic molecular beam, typically a mixture of 20%
CH3I in He, was formed by expansion through a home-made
piezoelectrically-actuated nozzle valve (+ 1 mm orifice) and
skimmed (+ 1.5 mm, Beam Dynamics) prior to entering the
interaction region of the slice imaging setup. A stagnation
pressure of P0 B 1 bar was used. The excitation laser beam
was focused ( f = 30 cm) on the geometric focal point of a singleelectrode repeller-extractor plate arrangement where it intersected the collimated molecular beam at right angles. The laser
beam (typically 1.5 mJ per pulse) was generated by a pulsed
Nd3+:YAG laser (Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Pro 250) pumping
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Mass resolved multiphoton ionization (MR-MPI) data were
collected for CH3I by the use of low laser power (typically
0.2 mJ pulse energy) in the two-photon excitation region of
62 800–70 000 cm1. REMPI spectra of the CH3+ and I+ ions
were derived from the data (see ESI† 40). Of immediate interest
was the prevalence of strong iodine atomic lines due to twophoton resonant excitations from the ground (I) and spin–orbit
excited (I*) atoms to atomic Rydberg states (I**)41 followed by
one-photon ionization, i.e. I/I* (2 + 1) REMPI. Weak background
signals (continua) of fragment ions I+ and CH3+, were also
detected in the region with I+ c CH3+, virtually independent of
the excitation energy. Weak I2+ ion signals were also detected,
decreasing in intensity with buffer gas dilution. Noticeably no
signals for the parent molecular ion (CH3I+) were detected.
These observations can be interpreted in the following way.
The majority of the signals observed for I+ and CH3+ stem
from initial one-photon dissociation via repulsive valence states
of CH3I (CH3I*; A-band) to form CH3 in its ground electronic
state, possibly vibrationally excited, (CH3(X,v1v2v3v4)) along
with I/I*, followed by ionization. The iodine atomic line peaks
appear in the cases of resonant excitations to I**, whereas, the
weaker ‘‘background’’ signal (continuum) must be due to threephoton non-resonant ionization of I/I*. The CH3+ ion signals must,
equivalently, be due to three-photon non-resonant ionization of
(CH3(X,v1v2v3v4)),
CH3I + 1hn - CH3I*;

one-photon excitation

CH3I* - CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + I/I*;

dissociation

(1a)
(1b)

CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + 3hn - CH3+ + e;
three-photon non-resonant ionization
I/I* + 3hn - I + e ;
+



(1c)

three-photon non-resonant ionization
(1d)

I/I* + 2hn - I**; I** + 1hn - I+ + e;

I/I* (2 + 1) REMPI
(1e)
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Fig. 2 Ion and photoelectron (PE) slice images and corresponding kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) recorded for the two-photon resonant
excitations (see Table 1) at (a) 55 700 cm1 (no. 1; PE), (b) 58 926 cm1 (no. 2; PE), (c) 63 067 cm1 (no. 5; PE), (d) 69 783 cm1 (no. 8; PE), (e) 59 362 cm1
(no. 3; I+) and (f) 59 362 cm1 (no. 3; CH3+). The image intensity scale has been adjusted to show all major features. The KERs are normalized to the
strongest peak in each spectrum. The laser polarization is indicated by the double arrow in panel (a).

Thus, the ‘‘structureless’’ spectra of the I+ and CH3+ ion
fragments (apart from the I/I* atomic REMPI spectra) can be
attributed to an overall non-resonant photolysis process through
the repulsive valence states (A-band) and negligible contributions
involving an initial two-photon resonant excitation of CH3I. The
I2+ mass signals most probably are associated with CH3I cluster
((CH3I)n) formation, not to be dealt with here.42
B.

Ion and photoelectron images

+

I and CH3+ ion and photoelectron images were recorded for
two-photon resonant excitation of CH3I to a total of eight known
Rydberg states in the excitation region of 55 000–70 000 cm1.
These states belong to the Rydberg series which converge to
either of the two spin–orbit components of the ground ionic
CH3I+ states X(2P3/2) and X(2P1/2) for ns, np and nd Rydberg
electrons.4 The transitions and the Rydberg states are listed in
Table 1 and marked in Fig. 1b. Ion and photoelectron (PE)
kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) were derived from the
images. Selected ion/photoelectron images and corresponding
KERs are shown in Fig. 2.
Photoelectrons; KERs. Fig. 3 shows the photoelectron (PE)
KERs derived from the images (see also Table 1 and Fig. 1b). All
the spectra (images) show clear peaks (rings) varying in number
and position (KER) depending on the excitation energy.
In Fig. 3a the spectra have been shifted by the one-photon
energy diﬀerence (D(1hn) = |1hni  1hn0|) with respect to the
spectrum derived for the highest energy excitation (i.e. the ‘‘reference
spectrum’’ for the one-photon excitation of 1hn0 = 34 892 cm1/twophoton excitation of 2hn0 = 69 783 cm1; image no. 8 in Table 1).35–37
This way, spectral features due to one-photon ionization of the same
species will match. Similarly, in Fig. 3b selected spectra have been
shifted by the three-photon energy difference (D(3hn) = |3hni  3hn0|)
with respect to the same reference spectrum to allow comparison of
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Table 1 Transitions (no. 1–8) used to obtain slice images for CH3+, I+ and
photoelectron (PE) images reported in this paper

# (number)

Two-photon excitation
energy/cm1

CH3I Rydberg states
[O]nl; (v1,v2,v3)a

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

55 700
58 926
59 362
61 632
63 067
64 484
67 984
69 783

[1/2]6s; (0,1,0)
[3/2]6p; (0,0,0)
[3/2]6p; (0,0,1)
[3/2]6p; (1,0,0)
[3/2]5d; (0,0,0)
[1/2]6p; (0,0,0)
[3/2]7p; (0,0,0)
[1/2]7s; (0,0,0)

a

[Oc]: total angular momentum quantum number for the core ion.
n: principal quantum number for the Rydberg electron. l: Rydberg electron
orbital (s, p, d). (v1,v2,v3): vibrational quantum numbers referring to the
selected vibrational modes, n1 (CH3 symmetric stretch), n2 (umbrella)
and n3 (C–I stretch).

common spectral features due to three-photon ionization processes
(see also ESI† 40). Calculated threshold energies (i.e., maxima of
kinetic energy release) for various ionization processes are also
marked in the figures.
In Fig. 3a we show thresholds corresponding to one-photon
ionization of iodine atomic Rydberg states (I**), i.e.
I** + 1hn - I+ + e;

one-photon ionization

(2)

Each grid line in the figure represents an energy threshold
corresponding to the kinetic energy release of an electron expelled
by one photon from a specific Rydberg state as depicted in the
figure and specified more precisely in Table 2. As can be seen,
these energy thresholds match many observed peaks in all the
spectra, which suggests that multiple I** Rydberg states are
formed after a given excitation energy (multiple exit channels).
Weak, broad peaks observed in spectra no. 4–8, for kinetic
energy release of about 1.2 eV for the reference spectrum, could
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In Fig. 3b we show thresholds corresponding to possible
autoionization of super-excited CH3I state(s) (CH3I#) which
could be formed as,
CH3I + 2hn - CH3I**;

two-photon resonant excitation
(4a)

CH3I** + 1hn - CH3I#;

one-photon excitation

(4b)

CH3I - CH3I (X) + e ;

autoionization

(4c)

#

Fig. 3 Photoelectron KERs: (a) derived from images 1–8 (see Table 1)
shifted by a one-photon energy difference (D(1hn) = |1hni  1hn0|) with
respect to the spectrum for the highest energy excitation (i.e. reference
spectrum, no. 8), (b) derived from images 1–3 shifted by a three-photon
energy difference (D(3hn) = |3hni  3hn0|) with respect to the spectrum for
the highest energy excitation recorded. Energy thresholds (energy maxima)
(a) for one-photon ionization of Rydberg iodine atoms (I**) and (b) autoionization of superexcited CH3I (CH3I#), formed by three-photon excitation,
are indicated by sticks above the KERs. The threshold for I one-photon
electron ejection is indicated in (a) by a dashed red line. The spectra are
plotted as a function of the electron KER for the reference spectra (KER0).
The spectra are normalized to the strongest peak in each spectrum.

not be assigned to a one-photon ionization of I**. These are
found to match an energy threshold corresponding to a onephoton electron ejection of I (see also ref. 40), i.e.
I + 1hn - I + e;

one-photon ejection

(3)

indicating an ion-pair (CH3+ + I) formation.
Table 2
in eV



+

where CH3I** is a molecular Rydberg state. The grid lines
(thresholds), shown, are energy thresholds for formation of
specific vibrational states of CH3I+(X(1/2)), which are found to
match peaks in spectra no. 1–3, only.
I+ and CH3+ ions; KERs. Fig. 4 shows the ion KERs derived
from all the images (see also Table 1 and Fig. 1b). Fig. 4a shows
those derived from the I+ images and Fig. 4b and c those for
CH3+. The I+ KERs can be divided into two major observations.
First, at relatively low kinetic energies (o4 eV), all the spectra
show peaks and/or shoulders. Those for the low energy excitations
no. 2 and 3 seem to consist of at least two overlapping
contributions. Second, very broad peaks or shoulders at high
energies are seen in some of the spectra (see no. 1, 4, 5 and 6 in
Fig. 4a). All the CH3+ spectra (Fig. 4b and c), except for
excitation no. 8, show low kinetic energy contributions, as
broad peaks, without resolved vibrational structure except for
no. 3. The spectrum for excitation no. 8 is the only one that
displays sharp peaks. In Fig. 4a and b the spectra have been shifted
by a three-photon energy diﬀerence (D(3hn) = |3hni  3hn0|), similar
to Fig. 3b, with respect to the spectrum derived for the highest
energy excitation (i.e. the ‘‘reference spectrum’’ for the two-photon
excitation of 2hn0 = 69 783 cm1/three-photon excitation of
104 675 cm1; image no. 8) to allow comparison of common
spectral features due to three-photon dissociation processes.35–37

Assignment of peaks observed in the photoelectron spectra no. 1–8 (see Table 1). Table entries are photoelectron kinetic energy release values

Excitationa,b

# Rydberg states

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

[1/2]6s,n2

[3/2]6p,0

[3/2]6p,n3

[3/2]6p,n1

[3/2]5d,0

[1/2]6p,0

[3/2]7p,0

[1/2]7s,0

1.525

0.143
0.324
0.920

0.232
0.413
1.009
1.123

0.320
0.501
1.097
1.211
1.591

0.537
0.718
1.313
1.428
1.597
1.811
1.821
1.902
1.905
1.948
1.990

0.762

0.851

0.939

1.156

0.648
0.829
1.425
1.539
1.709
1.922
1.932
2.013
2.017
2.060
2.101
2.189
2.219
2.374
1.267



e donators/formation:
I**(6s,2D5/2)c
I**(6s,2D3/2)c
I**(6s,2S1/2)c
I**(6s,2P3/2)c
I**(6s,2P1/2)c
I**(6p,2D5/2)c
I**(6p,2D3/2)c
I**(6p,2F7/2)c
I**(6p,2F5/2)c
I**(6p,2P1/2)c
I**(5d,2P3/2)c
I**(6p,2P3/2)c
I**(5d,2P1/2)c
I**(6s,2D5/2)c
Id
CH3I# - CH3I+(X(1/2); vi = 0) + ee
CH3I# - CH3I+(X(1/2); v2 = 1) + ee

0.552
0.666
0.835

0.199
0.043

1.341
1.343
1.367
1.429

1.368
1.371
1.394
1.455

0.799

0.880

a
See Table 1. b ni refers to relevant mode of vibration as labeled by NIST.41 (e.g. v2 = vibrational mode no. 2; 0 refers to ni = 0). c e formation by onephoton ionization: I** + 1hn - I+ + e; see Fig. 3a. d e formation by I + 1hn - I + e; see Fig. 3a. e e formation by autoionization; see Fig. 3b.
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Fig. 4 Ion kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) derived from images no. 1–8 (see Table 1). (a) I+ KERs shifted by the three-photon energy difference
(D(3hn) = |3hni - 3hn0|) with respect to the spectrum derived for the highest energy excitation (i.e. reference spectrum no. 8). (b) CH3+ KERs shifted
as in (a). (c) CH3+ KERs shifted by the one-photon energy difference (D(1hn) = |1hni  1hn0|) with respect to the spectrum derived for the highest energy
excitation. Energy thresholds (energy maxima) for three-photon dissociation of CH3I to form (a) Rydberg iodine atoms (I**) along with CH3(X) and (b) ionpairs (CH3+ + I) are indicated. Energy thresholds (energy maxima) for one-photon dissociation of CH3I to form CH3(X) along with I/I* as well as for onephoton dissociation of CH3I+(X) to form CH3+(X) along with I/I* are indicated in (c). The spectra are plotted as a function of the total KER for the reference
spectra (Total KER0). The top scales show the photoexcitation energies in cm1. The spectra are normalized to the strongest peak in each spectrum.

Similarly, in Fig. 4c the spectra have been shifted by the onephoton energy difference (D(1hn) = |1hni  1hn0|) with respect to
the same reference spectrum to allow comparison of common
spectral features due to one-photon dissociation processes. Calculated maxima of kinetic energy release (i.e. threshold energies)
for the various ionization processes relevant to the discussion in
the previous section are also shown in the figures. Broad spectral
features with tails towards high kinetic energy release, lower than
the thresholds (i.e. max KER), (i.e. all except the CH3+ KER for
no. 8), could, in principle, correspond to the processes indicated
in Fig. 4a–c, in which case the lower kinetic energy release
corresponds to internal excitation of the CH3 co-fragment.36
In Fig. 4a (I+ KERs), we show thresholds corresponding to
three-photon dissociation of CH3I, including excitations (4a)
and (4b), to form iodine atoms in Rydberg states (I**) along
with CH3(X) for the lowest energy I** states, according to,
CH3I# - CH3(X) + I**;

dissociation

(5)

These thresholds match quite well with the observed low
kinetic energy contributions mentioned above. Thus, the lowest
energy I** + CH3 thresholds (highest kinetic energy release),
corresponding to the formation of the I**(6s 2D5/2,3/2) fragments
are found to match the high energy edges of those contributions
for excitations no. 1–3. This agrees with the observation of I**
ionization photoelectrons discussed in the previous section. The
broad peaks or shoulders at higher energies are of unknown
origin. These might be associated with formation and ionization
of I/I* following multiple (nhn; n 4 3) photon excitation and/or
cluster formation (see Section III(A)).
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In Fig. 4b (CH3+ KERs) the threshold corresponding to threephoton dissociation of CH3I, including excitations (4a) and
(4b), to form the ion-pairs is shown, i.e.,
CH3I# - CH3+ + I;

dissociation

(6)

The threshold is either found to be reasonably close to the high
energy edges of the KERs or in the high energy slopes of
apparently overlapping spectral contributions for the KERs
no. 1–6. Considering the observation of a one-photon electron
ejection of I for excitations no. 4–7, as mentioned above, there
is reason to believe that the observed CH3+ signals could partly
be due to dissociation channel (6). In this respect, it is worth
noting that the KERs no. 1–3 differ significantly in structure
from those no. 4–7, suggesting that the major CH3+ formations
may, indeed, differ for these two groups (no. 1–3 vs. no. 4–7) of
excitations (see next paragraph).
In Fig. 4c thresholds are shown corresponding to one-photon
dissociation of CH3I+(X(2P3/2)) and CH3I+(X(2P 1/2)) in its
ground vibrational states to form CH3+ along with I and I*, i.e.
CH3I+(X(3/2,1/2)) + 1hn - CH3+ + I/I*;

photodissociation
(7)

The highest energy threshold of these, for photodissociation of
CH3I+(X(2P1/2)) to form CH3+ and I, matches the high energy
edges of the KERs no. 1–3, which supports the previous statement relevant to the autoionization process identified from the
PES’s for the same excitations (eqn (4)).
The CH3+ KER spectrum for excitation no. 8, showing dramatically diﬀerent structures to those for lower energy excitations,
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requires special attention (Fig. 4b and c). Whereas all the other
KERs (both for CH3+ and I+), which have been assigned, show
broad spectral features peaking at relatively low kinetic energies,
the CH3+ KER spectrum for no. 8 shows sharp peaks. This is
indicative of photodissociation processes where limited energy has
redistributed among the molecule’s internal degrees of freedom,
prior to dissociation, as to be expected for direct, non-delayed,
photodissociation.36 The sharp peaks are, indeed, found to match
energy thresholds for direct one-photon non-resonant photodissociation processes through the A-band, mentioned in
Section III(A), as shown in Fig. 4c. Based on the signal intensities
for the formation of CH3(X,0000) along with I and I* the branching
fraction for the I/I*formation is found to be I/(I + I*) E 0.04.
C.

Angular distributions

All the ion images recorded exhibit angular distributions corresponding to overall parallel transitions (see Fig. 2) of a degree
which varies with kinetic energy release (KER). Angular distributions
of selected KER ranges in the form of signal intensities as a function
of the angle from 0 to 1801 were fitted by the expression corresponding to a one-step, direct (non-resonant) photodissociation35,36
"
#
X
PðyÞ ¼ A 1 þ
b2n P2n ðcosðyÞÞ
(8)
n

to derive anisotropy parameters b2n (n = 1–3). n is the number of
photons involved in the photolysis, P2n is the 2n-th order Legendre
polynomial and A is a scaling factor. b2n is the weighting coefficient
of the corresponding P2n polynomials. b2n parameters derived from
the data are presented in ref. 40 and Table 3.
As mentioned above, all ions, except for the CH3+ ions formed
by excitation no. 8, are believed to be formed by channels that
involve, at least, three or four-photon excitations via resonant
transitions as well as energy redistribution among the molecule’s
internal degrees of freedom. These can, therefore, not be easily
interpreted by standard one-step angular distribution analysis
(see also discussion in Section IV and Fig. 5). The CH3+ ions
formed by excitation no. 8, on the other hand, are created by a
direct one-photon non-resonant dissociation. The values for b2,
for no. 8, of about 1.3–1.8 (Table 3) are indicative of dominating
parallel transitions prior to dissociation.

Fig. 5 Schematic energy diagram for excitation processes of CH3I
observed in this work. Vertical black arrows denote photon absorption.
Blue arrows denote fragmentation (dissociation and autoionization) processes
after the photoexcitations. Photofragmentation processes observed in this
work are marked by numbers of photons required for the excitations (and
letters) inside boxes (1, 3a, 3b, 3c, 4; see also main text). CH3I(X), CH3I*,
CH3I**(Ry) and CH3I# are CH3I ground, repulsive valence (A-band states),
Rydberg and superexcited states, respectively. CH3I+ is the molecular ion
ground state and I** denotes iodine atom Rydberg states. Charged particles
(ions, electrons) detected are highlighted by red circles.

1 (CH3 and I/I* formation)
One-photon dissociation, via repulsive valence states (CH3I*;
the A band), to form CH3(X) and I/I* followed by three-photon
ionization of the fragment species (see eqn (1)). The mass
resolved REMPI data form the major evidence for the existence
of this process in the excitation region of concern (55 000–
70 000 cm1). In the slice images, only CH3+ data of excitation
no. 8 features this channel. This does not mean, however, that
the channel does not exist for other excitations. It is just
evidence that other processes involving three-photon excitations (3a in particular; see below) are more efficient.
3a (I** formation)
Three-photon dissociation of CH3I, (two-photon resonant transition
to molecular Rydberg states (CH3I**) plus one-photon excitation to
one or more superexcited state(s) (CH3I#)), resulting in atomic
iodine Rydberg states, I** (54 000–68 000 cm1) and CH3(X),
followed by one-photon ionization of I** (eqn (4a), (4b), (5)
and (2)). This is the major channel observed.

IV. Discussion

3b (ion-pair formation)

Based on the results described above, four processes are
responsible for our observations (see Fig. 5 and Table 4; labels
1, 3a, 3b and 3c, 4, where the numbers refer to the number of
photons involved):

Three-photon dissociation of CH3I (via two-photon resonant
transition to CH3I** and one-photon excitation to CH3I#), resulting
in CH3+ and I, followed by a further detachment of I to form I and
e (eqn (4a), (4b), (6) and (3)).

Table 3 b2n (n = 1, 2, 3) parameters derived from angular distributions of rings (peaks in KER) for the CH3+ ion image of excitation no. 8 (Table 1), due to
formation of CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + I/I* by one-photon non-resonant excitation in the A-band

CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + I/I*

KER (eV)

b2

b4

b6

CH3(X,0000) + I*
CH3(X,1000) + I/CH3(X,0010) + I
CH3(X,0000) + I

0.91
1.40
1.77

1.76  0.06
1.31  0.23
1.50  0.11

0.08  0.05
0.35  0.22
0.18  0.10

0.04  0.05
0.16  0.23
0.23  0.12
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Table 4 Photofragmentation channels (1, 3a, 3b, 3c, 4; see main text and Fig. 5) observed in this work for excitations 1–8 (see Table 1) vs. detection
techniques

# Excitation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Rydberg states

[1/2]6s,n2

[3/2]6p,0

[3/2]6p,n3

[3/2]6p,n1

[3/2]5d,0

[1/2]6p,0

[3/2]7p,0

[1/2]7s,0

3a
3c
3a
3c, 4

3a
3c
3a
3c, 4

3a
3c
3a
3c, 4

3a
3b
3a
3b

1
3a
3b
3a
3b

1
3a
3b
3a
3b

1
3a
3b
3a
3b

1
3a
3b
3a
1

a

MR-REMPI
PE-KERsb

I+ KERsc
CH3+ KERsc

a
The mass resolved (MR) REMPI data form the major evidence for the existence of process 1 in the total excitation region of concern. b The
photoelectron (PE) KERs serve as conclusive evidence for the existence of the ionization processes. c The ion KERs serve as conclusive evidence for
the existence of the photoexcitation processes.

3c, 4 (autoionization and ion photolysis)
Three-photon excitation of CH3I, (two-photon resonant transition
to CH3I** and one-photon excitation to CH3I#), followed by autoionization (CH3I+(X) formation) and absorption of an additional
photon (fourth photon) leading CH3I+ to a dissociative state and
formation of CH3+ and I/I* (eqn (4a), (4b), (4c) and (7)).
The I** formation pathway (3a) is found to be the major
channel according to all the PE images, except for the excitation
2hn = 55 700 cm1, via the Rydberg state ([1/2]6s,n2) (no. 1),
where 3c (autoionization) dominates. This is in striking contrast
with observations for methyl bromide (CH3Br) in cases of threephoton excitations via resonant p and d molecular Rydberg
states.36,37 In CH3Br, dissociation of a superexcited CH3Br#
state(s) forms excited CH3 (Rydberg) states (CH3**) along with
Br(2P3/2) or Br*(2P1/2), i.e. the excitation energy is mainly channeled into CH3, whereas Br acts mostly as a spectator. In the
CH3I case, on the other hand, the excitation energy is channeled
into the iodine atom (I**), whereas CH3 is formed in its ground
state with rovibrational excitation only. In both cases, the
formation of CH3** as well as excited (Rydberg) halogen atoms
(I** or Br**) is energetically possible.41,43 The relative energies of
comparable formation thresholds diﬀer, however, in favour of
CH3** formation for CH3Br but I** for CH3I. Thus, for example,
the formation of the lowest energy Br**(5s) is higher in energy
than the formation of CH3**(3p 2A2) for CH3Br, opposite to what
holds for the lowest energy I**(6s) for CH3I. The diﬀerent
outcomes must be due to a diﬀerence in the structure of the
potential energy surfaces on which the dissociations occur.
Comparing the photoelectron and ion results at diﬀerent
excitation energies, there are characteristic diﬀerences in the
photofragmentation processes with excitation energy (see
Table 4 and Fig. 3, 5). According to the photoelectron data for
the lowest energy excitations (no. 1–3), the relative contribution
of channel 3a (I** formation) increases as channel 3c (CH3I+(X)
formation) decreases with energy. This suggests that there is a
competition between the I** and CH3I+(X) formation channels
at the CH3I# level after the three-photon excitation. This might
be associated with a decreasing probability of autoionization,
which is to be expected as the energy difference between CH3I#
and CH3I+(X) increases. Despite being energetically accessible
(see Fig. 1a), no ion-pair formation is observed for these
excitations (see more details in next paragraph). For the higher
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energy excitations (no. 4–8), where channel 3c (CH3I+(X) formation) is not detected, the formation of I**, according to
channel 3a, shifts from low energy I** states to higher energy
states with excitation energy, suggesting that the branching
into the various energy states is chiefly energetic in nature.
As the excitation energy increases, the CH3I+ formation
propensity decreases (excitations no. 1–3), whereas the ionpair channel 3b opens up (for excitation no. 43) (see Tables 2
and 4). The formation of CH3+ along with I for the higher
energy excitations (no. 4–8; channel 3b (ion-pair formation)) must
be associated with an increasing coupling between Rydberg
states/superexcited states and ion-pair states as the excitation
energy increases. The ion-pair formation via excitation to CH3I# in
this energy region must involve ion-pair character (i.e. coupling) of
a mixed excited state prior to dissociation. This will be dominant
for the case of a close approach between the two diabatic potential
curves (for the CH3I# and ion-pair states) above the dissociation
limit for CH3+ and I formation or at a curve crossing located in
the region of the repulsive portion of the potentials. The ion-pair
character could also be acquired in the excitation process at the
two-photon resonant step via mixing of the resonant Rydberg state
(CH3I**) with the ion-pair state in its bound region. Such mixing of
Rydberg and ion-pair states has been found to exist in CH3I44 as
well as in other methyl halides.37,45
As mentioned before in Section III, the characteristic CH3+
KER signal of sharp peaks observed by excitation no. 8, is due to
channel 1 (one-photon non-resonant dissociation). It sticks out
from a very weak and broad ‘‘background signal’’, which is
likely to be due to CH3+ formed by 3b (ion-pair formation;
see above). A relatively large proportion of a signal due to
channel 1, for excitation no. 8, compared to the other excitations
(no. o8) is understandable, since it corresponds to a one-photon
absorption in the low energy edge of the A-band of largest crosssection (see Fig. 1a).
No clear correlation is observed between the nature of the
intermediate resonant molecular Rydberg states, whether being
s, p or d states, and the ion products formed. In this respect the
following should be emphasized, however. The lowest (no. 1)
and highest (no. 8) energy excitations, which correspond to twophoton resonant excitations to s Rydberg states, diﬀer from the
rest (no. 2–7), which involve resonant excitations to p or d Rydberg
states. Thus, excitation no. 1 involves the largest contribution of
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CH3I+ formation by channel 3c (autoionization) and no. 8 gives
the highest fraction of CH3+ formed by channel 1 (one-photon
dissociation). These observations have been interpreted primarily
on an energetic basis (see above). However, the selectivity effect of
different intermediate Rydberg states (s vs. p/d states), to some
extent, cannot be ruled out. For comparison it is worth noticing
that photofragmentation processes in REMPI of CH3Br have been
found to differ for resonant excitations via s Rydberg states and
p/d Rydberg states, by forming primarily CH3Br+ for excitations
via s states and CH3** for p/d states.35,37
Results based on the CH3+ ion image and the corresponding
KER spectrum no. 8 due to the one-photon (34 892 cm1/
286.60 nm) non-resonant dissociation (Fig. 4c) can be compared
with photodissociation studies in the A-band.16,17,19,20 Thus,
the branching ratio (I/(I + I*)) of about 0.04 (see above,
Section III(C)) is found to be very close to predicted and observed
values for a similar excitation energy (286.16 nm). Furthermore,
the angular distributions of the image signals, corresponding to
dominant parallel transitions (see Table 3), also resemble observations for excitations close in energy.17 The observations have been
interpreted as being due to a dominant parallel transition from the
ground state to the 3Q0 state followed by a dissociation along the
diabatic curve to form CH3(X) and I* and by a crossing to the 1Q1
curve to form CH3(X) and I.

V. Summary and conclusions
CH3+ and I+ ions as well as photoelectron (PE) slice images were
recorded for multiphoton excitation of CH3I involving twophoton resonant transitions to a total of eight ns, np and nd
molecular Rydberg states and diﬀerent vibrational states (v1,v2,v3)
(CH3I**(Ry; v1v2v3)) between 55 700 and 70 000 cm1 (Table 1).
Ion and photoelectron kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) were
derived from the images. The photoelectron data were clearly
indicative of iodine atom Rydberg states (I**) as well as, to a
lesser extent, I formations, prior to one-photon ionization and
electron ejection, respectively. Furthermore, CH3I+ formation, by
autoionization, after three-photon excitations, was also evident.
The ion KERs suggest that all these species were formed after
three-photon excitations to superexcited state(s) (CH3I#) via the
two-photon resonant molecular Rydberg states. In combination,
the following major photofragmentation channels were observed
(see Fig. 5 and Table 4):
CH3I# was created by three photons via resonant excitation
followed by,
(a) dissociation to form I** along with CH3(X), and further
one-photon ionization of I** (channels 3a; major channel)
(b) dissociation to form the ion pair CH3+ and I and further
one-photon electron ejection from I (channels 3b)
(c) autoionization to form CH3I+(X) (channel 3c) and further
one-photon dissociation to form CH3+ along with I or I*
(channel 4)
The excited I** formation (channel 3a) dominates and is
observed for all the excitations (no. 1–8; Table 4). Ion pair
formation (channel 3b) is observed for the higher energy
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excitations (no. 4–8; Table 4) whereas the autoionization
channel (channel 3c) is mainly observed for the lowest energy
excitation (no. 1; Table 4) and decreases with excitation energy as
no. 1 4 2 4 3. The branching into the different fragment species
seems to be mainly governed by the nature of the CH3I# state(s) at
the three-photon energy excitation level, whereas, the involvement
of the lower energy resonant molecular Rydberg states in the
overall fragmentation process cannot be ruled out. In particular
an involvement of Rydberg to ion-pair state interactions at that
level might be important as found for the CH3Br counterpart.36
On the other hand, the dominant channel of I+ formation by
three-photon dissociation to form I** prior to its ionization in
REMPI of CH3I, via p and d molecular Rydberg states, is in a
dramatic contrast with analogous REMPI of CH3Br, where CH3+
formation by three-photon dissociation to form Rydberg states of
CH3 (CH3**), prior to its ionization, is found to dominate.
Low power I+ multiphoton ionization (MPI and REMPI) spectra
show iodine atomic lines and weak featureless I+ background
signal. This indicates ionization contribution from a one-photon
non-resonant dissociation, via the repulsive valence states of the
A-band, prior to I and I* REMPI (channel 1; Fig. 5 and Table 4).
The CH3+ image and the KER spectrum for excitation no. 8 are
indicative of CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) and I/I* formation, with branching
fractions for the I/I* formations and angular distributions in
close agreement with earlier observations.
The results of this paper represent a significant contribution
to the knowledge of the energetics and fragmentation processes
of the methyl halides. It is hoped that our work will prompt
further theoretical investigations which might aid in clarifying
the nature and interpretations proposed here. In particular, it
shows the eﬀect of high energy photo-excitations and involvement of neutral molecular states in the formation of highly
excited iodine atoms (I**). Furthermore, the paper is of importance
to shed light on the eﬀect of various competing channels and
Rydberg states on the photoexcitation dynamics of molecules in
general.
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